
Internal

Band/CA:

GSM : 850, 900, 1800, 1900

WCDMA : 1, 5, 8

LTE: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 28, 38, 40, 41 (120Mhz)

CAT4 

OS: Android™ 12 (64bit)

CPU: Unisoc T606 (2xA75 and 6xA55 1.6G)

Memory  and 

storage:
3/32GB | MicroSD card slot supports up to 512GB

Display:
6.5” HD+ 20:9 (1600 x 720) V-notch display | 90Hz 
refresh rate|  Brightness 400 nits (typ.)

Camera  and 

flash:

Main: 50MP AF (f/1.8, 1/2.67”) + 2MP (f/2.4, 1/5”)
Depth, LED Flash | Front: 8MP (f/2.0, 1/4”)

Connectivity:
802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ (2.4/5G dual; band) | Bluetooth® 
5.0 | GPS/AGPS | Ambient light sensor | Proximity 
sensor | Accelerometer

Charging: 10W charging

Battery: 5000mAh5, Non-removable

I/O: USB Type-C (USB 2.0) OTG | 3.5mm audio jack

Dimensions: 164.8 x 75.9 x 8.55mm | Weight 192g

SIM slot: Nano SIM + Nano SIM + MicroSD hybrid slot (3 in 3)

Other: Rear fingerprint sensor | Biometric face unlock | IP52

Nokia G11 Plus
Secure. Future-proof. Built for 

performance.

Key specifications ROW: 

Built to deliver the signature Nokia G-series longevity promises, and 
excellent build quality, with smooth performance. Featuring a sleek, 
streamlined design with a 6.5” HD+ display, it comes with a 90Hz 
refresh rate for incredible responsiveness.

Do more of what you love.
With a three-day battery life1 you can say goodbye to battery anxiety.

Collect precious moments.
Advanced 50MP AI camera technology for capturing incredible 
moments from landscapes to selfies, day or night.

Cover without compromise.
Three years of monthly security updates2 as standard, double the 
number provided by any of the competition3.

Built to go the distance.
Distinctive design with signature build quality for a smartphone that 
is made to last. With two OS upgrades2 and three years of security 
updates you don’t have to worry about replacing it any time soon.

1 Based on real life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at 
www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-G-11-plus .2From the global launch date of Nokia G11 
Plus. 3 Nokia G11 Plus receives in total 36 security updates from the global launch of the 
device. Other smart phones in the same price point receive on the average up to 
16 security updates during their life cycle. 4 Pre-installed system software and apps use 
a significant part of memory space. 5 Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery 
capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced. 

HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is 
a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. Android, Google and other related marks 
and logos are trademarks of Google LLC. All specifications, features and other product 
information provided are subject to change without notice. Variations on offering may 
apply. Check local availability.

Colours: 

Lake Blue Charcoal Grey

Nokia G11 Plus sales package includes:

• Nokia G11 Plus device

• Quick start guide

• USB Type-C cable

• 10W charger

Key features:

http://www.nokia.com/en_us/phones/nokia-G-21

